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Involvement:
Some of the events I was involved in from the beginning of my tenure are as follows; Winter
formal (bus supervisor and decoration), Casino night(Blackjack dealer), Wellness week(pancake
making), Augustana Got Talent (backstage supervisor), Off-Campus Supper (collecting tickets
and serving food). I also assisted some of the executives and council members.
Constituent:
As required, I reach out to my constituents and ask for their opinion on what they would like the
ASA to do better for them. I have had discussions with classmates and club members which were
helpful. During this shutdown in school, I am reaching out to my constituents by make good use
of my virtual office hours and other social media platforms.
Personal Goals:
The goal of ASA is to better the need of students using the executives and council members. As
a council member, it gives me an opportunity to develop leadership skills by organizing and
carrying out school activities. In addition to planning events that contribute to school spirit, I am

also the voice of my constituent. This has given me the opportunity for more work collaboration
and learning possibilities.
Initiative:
My initiative for this semester is to make the ASA provide job listing opportunities for
Augustana students with the help of the career services in Augustana but unfortunately, I was not
able to complete this task before the shutdown and I hope this initiative can be continued for next
semester.
Committee Membership:
As a member of the Awareness Committee, I helped in setting up wellness week for last
semester and the election promotion. For this year’s wellness week, I would be helping to
promote the virtual wellness week so that students will still get the presence of the ASA during
this shutdown.
Conclusion:
It has been a beautiful experience and an opportunity for working with everyone. Goodbye and
know my best wishes for all of you.

Thank you,
Mariam.

